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Auto-train accidents are a continuing problem . .Although various
types of mechanical protection equipment can significantly reduce gradecrossing accidents, the funds to buy and maintain these devices at crossings are necessarily limited. The problem is to design a method for
selecting the crossings to be improved a.nd the types of improvements to
be made so that benefits are maximized.
~'he premise here is that engineering-economic analysis is the best
method by which tl:i:e limited resources available for crossing protection
can be allocated. in an economical_ly efficient manner. To prepare an economic analysis of this pro'blem initial and continuing costs of the various
kinds of iJnprovements are required. Also, the resulting benefits must be
identified and defined in comparable units.
6l7 crossing:; on the California State Highway Sy8tem. were studied for
the period 1946 through l963. By multip.le-J.inear-regression analysis, hazard rating formulas were developed for five crossing protection devices.
With these formulas a:h economic analysis is prepared to determine if improvements are justified for an individual crossing. The model is then e},,,'tended,
by use of a digital computer, to select economically attractive :projects
from a J.arge number of grade crossings e,nd to rank the projects in their
order of desirability.,
'rhe use of a computer to analyze grad.e-crossing l)rotection is an
important step forward in two respects. F'irst, the con11mter makes an
analytical · soJ.ution possible, since only in this mru1...11er can the vast munber of calculations be performed. Second, the anal;Ttical analysis is an
attempt to satisfy the proper economic goals.
A detailed analysis was made of highway-rail intersection protection
in the state highway system of California. "rhe resuJ_ts of this analysis of .
407 crossings indicate clearly that pre13en:t policies should be re-examined.
There seems to be little economic justification' for installing a sizable
number of the more expensive protective devices at crossings on the system;
currently, such installation would be justified at only about one crossing
in 25.

